
Scrutiny Comments on Mining Plan with PMCP for Magnesite and Dunite Mine over 
37.82.0hectares in Jaghir Ammapalayam - Village, Salem-Taluk and Salem -District, Tamil 
Nadu State of M/s. Sail Refractory company Ltd.         Mine code -   39TMN 11017 
                                                

 
The mine code should be quoted correctly. 

1. General:   
 

a) The category of the mine may be mentioned on cover page as ‘A’ category other 
than fully mechanized.   

b) The period of review of mining plan mentioned as 2016-17 to 2020-21 is 
incorrect.  There should be a valid document of mining plan/scheme of mining for 
every 5 years slot from the date of execution of mining lease.  This aspect may 
be considered for taking the period of review of mining plan and furnish correct 
period at all places in document/plates accordingly the proposals may be 
restricted to that period only.  

c) Table 7A (review of mining plan): The year wise proposals 2011-12 to 2015-16 
are not approved by IBM earlier.  Hence, the same may be deleted. 

d) Mineral Dunite may be deleted from the proposals and it may be mentioned as 
Magnesite Mine on cover page.  Since the Indian Bureau of Mines will not give 
approval for Dunite mineral. 

e) All the photographs and maps attached in text should be placed in annexure and 
quoted suitably in Text. 
 

     2.0 Location and Accessibility- 
  

           (b) (i)Details of latitude, longitude of all boundary pillars the photographs of 
erected boundary pillars may be submitted with lat. And long. Should be written in the 
pillars with pillar Number. 
(ii) Authenticate village map showing prominent features should be enclosed.  
          (iii) photographs should be given in Annexure referred in the text chapters. 
         

         Part –A 
Geology and exploration: -  
     Topography: - Actual topography photo should be indicated with page no on the text. 
(wherever the indication is with Fig.No or table No. written, the page number should also be 
mentioned.) 
Boreholes already drilled needs to be indicated on Surface Geological Plan.  Accordingly, 
the proved and probable reserves may be indicated in Geological Sections.  
 
Mining-  

Opencast mining 
i) a) Clarify the meaning of other then mechanized Method. 

a) How the tippers can be loaded by manual means as the %age of recovery of 
Magnesite   is 5-7 % the rest of the volume can be loaded in tippers by manual 
means in that case the number of manpower engaged and OMS to be justified. 

ii) Blasting method 
        – Adequate permission from competent authority should be obtained before use 
of ANFO and other explosives. 
Bottom priming with top initiation is to be explained to control the dislodging of 
boulders. 
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iii) Blasting parameters: - wet drilling should be done. 
The calculations for explosive parameter should be checked as it seems that the 
Quantity of explosive proposed is not correct. 
Explosive license capacity is quite less as compared to the requirement, for any 
explosive used from outside appropriate permission form concerned department 
should be taken.  

iv) Secondary blasting: - how you proposed to do secondary blasting in face. 
2d- the use of excavators with tippers is not matching with the text in mining chapter. 
8.3.3 – the proposal of garland drains and parapet wall is to be given all along the dumps.  
   Table-23 – chart should be recalculated. 
 
Totaling in financial assurance table may be verified and corrected, accordingly, the financial 
assurance amount may be furnished.  
 
Copies of environmental clearance and pollution clearance may be enclosed.  

 
Plates: -1) II- Proposed lease boundary should not be given till new lease deed is being 
executed. Also 7.5 mtr barrier should be omitted. 
Plate-VI(all) ,VII,VIII and others- Spoil dump RL should be given after checking. 
Plate -VIII- dump should not cross the 7.5 mtr barrier.  
Plate -X- dumping in mineralized zone should be done after obtaining the clearances for 
concern authority. 
Plate-XII- reclamation plan showing the excavation area.   
Plate -predominant wind direction should be given  
              2)In Each Plan separate sorting yard is to be shown where ore will be sorted as the 
sorting and sizing of material is at face is not safe for manual sorting. 
               3) In all plates garland drains and parapet wall is to be shown. 

4)Village combined sketch is to be given. predominant wind direction may be shown. 
60m limit line may be indicated. 
 
Note: -1) All plates required under the rule should be checked and enclosed in a 
systematic manner. 
2) All required Annexures per guideline should be checked and enclosed if 
already not enclosed. 

 

 

 


